
HPN HHIC Meeting 5/24/18 
Neighbor attendees: Jacqueline Lindauer, Mike Thompson, Wayne Willis 
HH Attendees: Mike Zanghi, Wendy Boyce, Maureen Malone 
Agenda: 

 HH Update on Smoking 

 Bellevue Planting Meeting Review 

 Rockingham Sidewalk 

 Mt. Vernon Cut Out 

 OR Committee Trash Pick-up day 

 Landscape Masterplan 

 HH Water Supply 

 Other Issues 

 
Update on Smoking 

 Same as last month.  

o Dr. Mendoza has recused himself since he is a URMC employee and Maureen is in touch 

with the Monroe Co. DOH to get this moving forward. 

 Neighbors say, now that the weather is nice, employees are now sitting on private property on 

Rockingham. 

o Maureen – HH is sending out reminders about where to smoke and we will amp up our 

reminders. 

 Neighbors  ask that the hospital send out a reminder that curb sitting is dangerous 

o Maureen – HH will send out a seasonal reminder about the curb sitting as well. In the 

meantime, HH will continue to press the Monroe Co. DOH about the smoking hut.  

 Maureen will call Dr. Mendoza and see what he recommends on moving this forward given the 

time of year. 

Action item: Maureen will email Mike T tomorrow after hearing from Dr. Mendoza 
 
Bellevue Planting Meeting Review 
 

 Mike Z says HH has lined up a contractor that says they can get started at the end of June. 

 Neighbors ask who will be in charge of the plants. 

o Mike Z says it will be a shared effort between neighbors at HH. 

 Neighbors ask what decisions were made about what will be planted. 

o Mike Z says most of the plan that was presented to neighbors originally will be planted. 

HH won’t go onto 27 Bellevue’s front yard so it will end around the fire hydrant and 

there will be a few plants along the driveway. 

 Neighbors say Bellevue planting meeting was very positive. The only open question is who’s 

responsible for maintenance of the area. Neighbors want to make sure plants will be low 

maintenance. 

o Mike Z says plants were selected because they were hardy and have good salt tolerance. 



 Neighbors ask if the City of Rochester is involved at all. 

o Mike Z sent them the plans after they requested them. They had no problem with them. 

 
Rockingham Sidewalk 
 

 Mike Z met with the city engineer last year and asked them to fix it. They put black top in spots. 

They said they would replace the sidewalks this year so the maintenance manager is reaching 

out to the city engineer to make sure that’s the case. 

o Neighbors say they’ll reach out as well to reinforce the message. 

 
Mt. Vernon cut out 

 Mike Z asks for update from neighbors who are looking to limit parking times in the cut out. 

o Jackie says she has a few more houses to hit up and then she’ll be ready to bring it to 

the city. 

o She is doing Alpine to Rockingham. 

 
OR Community Trash pick-up day 

 On Saturday  July 14 at 9:30 a.m., volunteers from HH’s OR will be picking up trash in the 

neighborhood as a community service project 

o Neighbors also recommend School 12 volunteering if anyone is interested. 

 

Landscape Masterplan Update 
 

 Mike Z.  says HH’s plan is to put more locust trees along parking lot.  

 Adding more planting as screening on Rockingham is in the master plan, HH will be taking a look 

at that again. 

 
Water Supply 
 

 Mike Z says that recently, HH’s water supply feed off of Rockingham had an issue.  

o HH had it turned off.  

o Water Authority says HH needs to either do a bunch of work on Rockingham or 

bring the service in from Mt. Vernon and up to where the boiler is.  

o HH will most likely do the Mt. Vernon route.  

 

 HH will communicate any changes through the construction blog. It will probably take a week 

total.  

 
Next Meeting: Thursday, June 28 at 5:30pm in Gleason 


